APPENDIX C – Fuel Hazard Reduction Guidelines

MINIMUM TREE SPACING – RULE OF THUMB

Strive to reduce crown canopy cover to 40% or less.
Ponderosa Pine/Douglas Fir: Convert stem diameter from
inches to feet and add 7 more feet.
Example: A Ponderosa Pine 8” in diameter at DBH will have a
spacing of 8 feet plus 7 feet for a total of 15 feet to the next
tree.
Tree spacing does not necessarily need to be even. In fact, the fuel treatment
area will look more natural if the spacing varies and small clearings are
intermingled with small groups of trees. The important focus should be on
breaking up fuel continuity – both horizontally and vertically.
If trees are very tall in relationship to their diameters, implement the thinning
work over a long enough time to allow the standing trees to develop their wind
firmness and resistance to snow bend. Thinning when trees are small helps
reduce prevent these vulnerabilities. Thinning in patches and designing the
thinning to minimize wind effect can be done depending on location. All of
these can be used but can best be accomplished with the assistance of an
experienced forester.
An important part of fuel hazard reduction is removal of the ladder fuels;
particularly when adequate thinning cannot be accomplished. Therefore, the
following is important to do within a timber canopy.

 Prune trees to 6 or 10 feet above the ground, depending on
slope, leaving at least 1/3 live tree crown
 Remove tree reproduction from under the canopies of
remaining trees
 Remove sagebrush, oak or any other flammable brush from
under the canopies of remaining trees. Reduce the size and
height of remaining clumps of brush
 Remove all dead forest debris within defensible space and
fuelbreak areas.
 Reduce concentrations of dead forest debris within other areas
 Remove trees recently killed by mountain pine beetle* or other
disturbances within defensible space and fuelbreak areas.

 Reduce numbers of trees recently killed by mountain pine
beetle* or other disturbances in other areas. Only 1 to 3 dead
trees per acre are needed for wildlife habitat purposes
*Note: Proper slash disposal procedures should be implemented to avoid
attracting Mountain Pine or other bark beetles to the project area.

